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Abstract Homogeneous Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn joints were formed in Cu/Sn foil/Cu interconnection system respectively, 

using ultrasonic bonding process for a short period of 3 seconds at room temperature. This ultrarapid development of full 

intermetallic compound (IMC) joints required an accelerated interdiffusion kinetics at the interface between liquid Sn 

and solid Cu which could be wholly attributed to the sonochemical effects induced by acoustic cavitation phenomenon. 

When bubble collapsed near the liquid/solid interface, excessive cavitation erosion was generated on the solid Cu surface, 

resulting in supersaturation of Cu in the liquid Sn and hence facilitating the formation of intermetallic phases as chemical 

reaction products. The resulted intermetallic joints performed high mechanical reliability.
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1 Introduction

Homogeneous intermetallic phase joints have been 
widely used in semiconductor electronic industry 
because they have higher melting points than 
common solder joints and can elegantly improve 
the reliability of interconnections in the electronic 
assemblies and systems operated at elevated 
temperatures. The conventional joining method 
for fabricating this type of joint is using transient-
liquid-phase (TLP) bonding process[1-7] in which 
the intermetallic compounds (IMCs) or solid 
solution phase is formed through a lower melting 
point depressant (MPD) in an interlayer, or filler, 
diffusing into a surrounding bulk base metal under 
extended isothermal solidification. However, an 
inevitable drawback of TLP bonding is that it often 
necessitates a long processing time[1,4] up to several 
hours, which may lead extra thermal stresses to bond 
components and seriously affect the reliability of 
packaging system. In the present work, we applied 
ultrasonic bonding process to a similar Cu/Sn foil/Cu 
interconnection system as that employed in previous 
TLP bonding studies, forming homogeneous Cu6Sn5

and Cu3Sn IMCs joints in a dramatically reduced 
short bonding time of several seconds, respectively. 
Our main focus was on the sonochemical effects 
of ultrasonic waves at the interface between liquid 
Sn and solid Cu, which were vital for exploring the 
ultrarapid formation mechanism and kinetics of these 
full intermetallic phase joints.

2 Experimental

The sandwich Cu/Sn foil/Cu interconnection system 
and ultrasonic bonding we used are schematically 

illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and (b). The interlayer is one 

the base metals are two pieces of pure Cu plate with 
thickness of 0.3 mm. The reason for choosing Cu/ Sn 
foil/Cu system as joining couple is its wide usage in 
electronic packaging interconnecting. The bonding 
is performed with the assembly initially at room 
temperature, using only a pressure of 0.6 MPa and a 
horizontal ultrasonic vibration of 20 kHz for a short 
period of 3 s. To clarify the formation of liquid solder 
interlayer, a thermal couple was placed underneath 
the interconnection system to detect its overall 
temperature profile during the bonding procedure. 
As is shown in Fig. 1(c), it indicates that the 

a steep rise to 297  and then sustained around 
277  until the bonding was over. Considering that 
the melting point of Sn is 232 , the formation of 
liquid Sn interlayer during bonding is doubtless. The 

Fig. 1. (a), (b) Schematic illustration of the Cu/Sn foil/Cu 

interconnection system and the ultrasonic bonding; (c) Overall 

bonding procedure
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reason for the initial abrupt temperature increase can 
be attributed to the frictional heat generation at the 
rubbing interfaces between the solid solder and base 
metal. As to the thermal effect after liquid interlayer 
formation, it is because the propagation of ultrasonic 
waves in the liquid interlayer will induce acoustic 
cavitation phenomenon, where bubble collapse 
results in enormous concentration of energy from the 
conversion of the surface energy, kinetic energy of 
liquid motion into heat and chemical energy[8,9] hence 
sustaining the bonding temperature.

3 Results and Discussion

The cross-sectional backscattered electron (BSE) 
image and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of 
one produced joint are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (e), 
the connection layer of joint has a thickness of 20 

consumed and remained homogeneous Cu6Sn5

( ) intermetallic phase. At the boundary between 
connection layer and base metal, the Cu6Sn5 phase 
advanced into the Cu base metal, forming pot-
shape damage pits on the original flat Cu surface. 
Reviewing previous study of TLP soldering in 
similar Cu/Sn foil/Cu system[7], a long processing 
time of at least 90 minutes is necessary to form the 
same homogeneous Cu6Sn5 joint as that we formed 
using present method with a processing time of 3 
s. This ultrarapid development of homogeneous 
Cu6Sn5 phase joint can be wholly attributed to the 
sonochemical effects induced by the propagation of 
ultrasonic waves in the liquid solder interlayer.

Propagation of ultrasonic waves in the liquid 
interlayer can generate acoustic cavitation, which is 
the formation, growth, and rapid implosive collapse 

of a vapor filled microbubble. Sonochemical 
effects are primarily derived from this acoustic 
cavitation. Rapid bubble implosion can induce tiny 
hot spots with the localized extreme temperature 
and pressure estimated to be 5000 K and 0.1 GPa, 
respectively[10-13]. But the action region itself is 
so small and the heat dissipates in a short period 

[10] , so only the bubbles imploding adjacent 
to the interface can generate effects on the solid 

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional BSE images and XRD analysis of 

ultrarapidly formed joints using ultrasonic waves

(a)—(d) with decreasing the interval distance between Cu plates, 

a series of full IMCs joints consisting intermetallic phases 

from single Cu6Sn5, coexistence of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn, to single 

Cu3Sn could be formed for 3 s; (e) XRD spectrums of consisting 

intermetallic phases



surface. Actually in our study, the cavitation was 

most bubble collapse could be seen to occur in the 
vicinity of either base metal surface.

When the bubble is close to the base metal surface, 
the liquid motion in its vicinity is hindered, leading 
to micro-jet phenomenon[14]. In addition, the collapse 
of the bubble leads to the emission of a shock wave 
supposed to reach a pressure of several GPa with a 
starting shock velocity of 4000 ms 1[15]. The conjoint 
work of liquid-solder micro-jets, shock waves, and 
localized high temperature could result in micro-
damages (pits) on base metal surface, which is known 
as cavitation erosion[16], thus an excessive amount of 
Cu was detached from the base metal and released 
into the molten Sn during bonding. When the 
detached Cu particle entered into the action region 
of an imploding bubble, they would be dissolved 
into the molten Sn instantly under the effect of 
localized high temperature. Although single cavity 
collapse would only last for several microseconds, 

were imploding consecutively. Therefore, on macro 
perspective, the liquid Sn layer was throughout 
kept in a dynamically unequilibrium state with high 
supersaturation of Cu. On subsequent cooling stage, 
Cu6Sn5 nucleus would rapidly precipitate and grow 
as a result of reaction crystallization, driven by the 
high level Cu supersaturation in the liquid solder 
interlayer, and eventually forming homogeneous 
Cu6Sn5 phase connection layer. Just due to these 
sonochemical effects, the ultrarapid formation of 
homogeneous Cu6Sn5 joint is realized.

Furthermore, through adjusting the interval 
distance between the two base metal plates during 
bonding (solder interlayer will be pressed thin 

by the up horn and the fallen position of up horn 
is controllable), we can change the IMC phase 
consisting in the produced joint as shown in Fig. 
2(a)—(e). It indicates that, with the thickness of 
connection layer hc in the joint decreasing from 

reduction of liquid solder during solidification, 
the thickness of connection layer is roughly equal 
to the interval distance between base metal plates 
during bonding), the consisting intermetallic phase 
of joint transformed from single Cu6Sn5 ( ) phase, 
coexistences of Cu6Sn5 ( ) and Cu3Sn ( ) phases, 
to single Cu3Sn ( ) phase, and a correlated increase 

Fig. 3. EPMA and EDS analysis of the formed joints with 

different connection layer thickness hc, where an increasing 

trend in Cu concentration consisting in the connection layer is 

characterized
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of Cu-consisting ratio in the connection layers was 
characterized by electron probe micro-analyzer 
(EPMA) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS) as are shown in Fig. 3. This evolution of 
intermetallic phases is mostly attributed to the 

changes in localized cavitation condition. 
Cavitation erosion of solid surfaces is generally 

attributed to two principle effects[16]: micro-jets and 
shock waves, the relative importance of each effect 
depends on the localized cavitation conditions, 
such as bubble radius and its distance from the 
solid surface[14-16]. The source of impact pressure at 
the solid surface can be classified into three types 
depending on L/Rmax

[17], where L is the distance 
between solid surface and bubble center, and Rmax is 
the radius of bubble at its maximum size. The type 
and the region of their existence are:

(1) L/Rmax 0.3 and 1.5,  shock wave is 
dominant;

(2) 0.6 L/Rmax 0.8, liquid jet is dominant;
(3) 0.3 L/Rmax 0.6 and 0.8 L/Rmax 1.5, shock 

wave and liquid jet coexist.
The actual radius of bubble at its maximum size 

(Rmax) is difficult to measure in liquid Sn interlayer 
during bonding process, but as reported in the previous 
studies on the approximate size of cavitation bubble, 
the bubble size is mainly determined by the ultrasonic 
frequency[18] and for the 20 kHz ultrasonic waves 
employed in present work, the generated bubble has a 

[19-20]. As to the 
distance L between solid surface and bubble center, 
we assume the condition that the bubble center is 
localized at the middle point of liquid solder layer 
with equal distance to each surface of the two base 
metals. When the interval distance between the two 

Cu plates are approximated to the eventual thickness 
of connection layers in the bonded joints varying 

L changes in 
L/Rmax is confined 

in an region from 1 to 0.2 in our work. Referring to 
classification of the source of impact pressure at the 
solid surface, for the fabricated joints in present study, 
the reduction of the interval distance between the two 
Cu plates in ultrasonic bonding process, would lead 
the mechanism of cavitation erosion at the liquid Sn/
solid Cu gradually transformed from a dominant work 
of micro-jets to shock waves. Through the comparison 
of the amplitudes of micro-jets and shock waves from 
ultrasonic cavitation at 20 kHz in water, the hammer 
pressure exerted by the micro-jet at the impact zone 
was 0.225 GPa and the average velocity of the micro-
jet hitting the solid surface was 150 m/s[15]. However, 
shock wave pressure estimated from single bubble 
sonoluminescence was in a range of 4—6 GPa and its 
impacting velocity was almost 4000 m/s[21]. Obviously, 
more amplified damage effects would be resulted in 
by shock waves than by micro-jets. This was also 
confirmed by the gradual expansion of cavitation 
erosion pits generated on the Cu plate surfaces with 
the decreasing of the interval distance between base 
metals as is shown in Fig. 2. In Cu/Sn reaction system, 
there are two kinds of intermetallic phase, namely 
Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn, whose formation is determined by 
the consisting ratio of Cu to Sn. Therefore, with more 
amplified damage effects generated on the Cu plate 
surfaces induced by the changes in localized cavitation 
condition, a larger volume of Cu was released into the 
liquid melt interlayer and increased the Cu-consisting 
ratio in reaction system, forming Cu3Sn phase in 
Cu6Sn5 phase matrix. When the Cu-consisting ratio 
exceeded a critical threshold, homogeneous Cu3Sn 
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joint was produced.
Following shear test performed with a shearing 

strengths of the homogeneous Cu6Sn5 joints and 
Cu3Sn joints are 57.3 MPa and 64.5 MPa, respectively, 
which are both higher than common Sn solder joints 
(45.7 MPa) and meet the requirement of reliability for 
the interconnections in electronic packaging.

4 Conclusion

Ultrarapid melting diffusion bonding in Cu/Sn 
foil/Cu system using ultrasonic waves at room 
temperature has been demonstrated in present work, 
yielding homogeneous Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn joints with 
high melting points, which are especially suitable 
for the electronic systems operated at elevated 
temperatures. Ultrasonic vibration can serve as 
heating source to rapidly melt the solder interlayer 
and subsequent sonochemical effects induced by 
the propagation of ultrasonic waves in the liquid 
interlayer dramatically accelerate the melting 

reliable strengths. The efficiency and reliability of 
this joining method afford it a promising application 
in electronic packaging. 
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